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An exact expression for the lepton-pair mass spectrum for an a' two-photon process in lepton-lepton,

lepton-hadron, and hadron-hadron scattering processes is derived. This result is applied to muon pair
production in proton-proton scattering to show that such a process is an important background to the

n one-photon process in certain energy ranges and can become physically significant by itself at very

high energies. The general physical significance of such a two-photon process in hadron-hadron

scattering is discussed, and comparison of our exact expression with some approximation schemes is

made. The main differences between this work and earlier papers on the subject are that (1) exact
calculations are given and (2) the inelastic contributions are included.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, lepton pair production in high-energy
collisions has been the subject of various studies.
The reactions under consideration are of the type

a, (p, ) +an(p~) —l(l,) + i (l~) +X, (1.1)

where a, are the incident particles with momenta
p, , l and I, are the produced lepton pair with mo-

menta l, and total invariant mass squared Q'

=(l, + l,)', and X may be either a definite exclusive
state or anything inclusive. This type of reaction
is important in studying the electromagnetic struc-
ture of hadrons and the purely electromagnetic in-
teraction at high energies.

There are two important mechanisms contribut-
ing to the reactions (1.1), namely, the o' one-
photon process and the z4 two-photon process.
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For the a' one-photon process, we have

a, +a2-y~+X- I + I +X, (1.2)

where the incident particles emit a timelike virtual
photon y* which turns into an odd-C lepton pair
[Fig. 1(a)]. In the case when the incident particles
are a lepton-antilepton pair, we have the familiar
one-photon annihilation mechanism I + I -y*- I

+I, with X=vacuum, which is important at low
energies. When a, and a, are hadrons, the de-
tailed mechanism is much less understood. Qne
version of the parton model' predicts a scaling be-
havior for the differential cross section,

do a
d(Qs)1/2 (Q2)3/2 ( /Q ) t

X](s])

p(p])

x&(s &)

p(pz)

Xj«])

at large s and Q', where s = (p, + p, )' is the total
incident invariant mass squared. However, the
magnitude and detailed behavior of the scaling
function F(s/Q') cannot be unambiguously calcu-
lated at the present stage. A different approach to
the same process is an analysis by Altarelli,
Brandt, and Preparata of the light-cone singulari-
ty of products of currents. ' This analysis predicts
a nonscaling behavior with exponential decrease of
the differential cross section at large Q'.

In addition to the z' one-photon process, it is
important to study the +~ two-photon process

a, +a, -X,(P,) +y,*(q,) +y,*(q,) +X,(P,)

-x, + I + I +x„ (1.4)

where the incident particles a; emit virtual photon
y&* with momentum q, and turns into final state X;
with momentum P& and invariant mass squared
s& = P, , the virtual photons in turn annihilated into
an even-C lepton pair [Fig. 1(b)].

The importance of the two-photon process in
electron-positron (electron) colliding beams,
where a; are leptons and X, are single lepton
states, has been noted by three independent
groups. ' ' At high energies, this process be-
comes the dominant one, and various differential
cross sections are calculated in Refs. 3-5 by use
of an equivalent-photon approximation. '

It is also important to know the full contribution
to the differential cross sections by the two-photon
process, as shown in Fig. 1(b), when a; are had-
rons and X; includes both elastic states (X, =a,')
and inelastic states. Knowledge of this contribu-
tion is necessary to assess the background for the
extraction of the +' one-photon process. Since the
amplitudes for the one- and two-photon processes
do not interfere in the differential cross section,
the two-photon process will also provide a lower
bound to the expected cross section. Further-
more, in regions of s and Q' for certain reactions,

p(p]) p (p&)

(b)

p (p]) p (p~)

FIG. 1. (a) Feynman graph for 0, one-photon anni-
hilation into a p, pair. (b) Feynman graph for n4 two-
photon annihilation into a p pair via a two-photon process.

the two-photon process itself may be important
and useful in testing the scaling of the hadron in-
elastic structure functions' and measuring the pion
and kaon electromagnetic form factors in the
spacelike q region. '

The relevance of the two-photon process in
p+ p -p. +p, +X, where p is the proton, has been
emphasized earlier by Budnev, Ginzburg, Meledin,
and Serbo, ' who estimated the elastic contribution
(X; = p) by an equivalent-photon approximation
which neglects the effects of the proton form fac-
tors at the vertex p-p+y*. As subsequently
pointed out in Ref. 5, such effects are important
at high Q, where the minimum momentum trans-
fers for q to the protons are not negligible. This
point was confirmed by a calculation of the elastic
contribution to do/d(Q')"' by Fujikawa, "who still
neglected some dependence on q&' for the purely
electromagnetic process y,*+y~ -p. +p, . The re-
sults of an exact calculation, using the formalism
of this work, of both the elastic and the full contri-
bution, where X also includes inelastic states,
have been presented in an earlier publication. '

In this work, we present a general formalism
for the two-photon process (1.4), which includes
the electron-electron (positron) collision process
with a„a„X„andX, all being single-electron
(positron) states, the trident production with a,
and Xy being single-lepton states and a, being a
hadron, and the lepton pair production in hadron-
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hadron collisions. This formalism can also be
easily generalized and applied to the photoproduc-
tion of lepton pairs, where we have a, =y,* being a
real photon and X, being the vacuum.

In Sec. II, we formulate the general framework
using the helicity methods previously developed" "
and derive the exact differential cross section in

terms of the usual invariant variables s, Q', q, ',
qm', s» s» s»=(p~+q2)', and s»=(pm+q, ) . In

Sec. III, we apply the results to the muon pair
production in proton-proton scattering and also
discuss the possible modification to the contribu-
tion given by Fig. 2(b) due to the initial- and final-
state interactions. Comparison with equivalent
photon approximation and other possible physical
applications are also discussed.

II. DETAILS OF THE CALCULATION

The calculation of the Feynman graphs of the
two-photon process is straightforward but tedious.
We present here a complete summary of the kine-

matics, the relevant matrix elements, and the
phase-space variables used in this calculation.
The amplitude is expressed in both O(2, 1) and
Lorentz-invariant variables.

The matrix element for the process shown in
Fig. 1(b) is

Ty( = i(-2 w) 6 (P, + P2 + l, + 1~ —p, —p~}

(2v) t,
where Mf; is the usual M()(lier amplitude

(2 1)

Mq( = e'&x(P, ) I &„(o) I p, )(x(P2) I & (o) I p2&

xD)'"(q, )D 8(q,)T»(l„ l2, q„q,), (2.2)

D""(q,) = ig"-"/q, ' is the photon propagator
(i=1, 2}, T, (sl„ l„q„q,}is the quantum-electro-
dynamic amplitude for the process shown in Fig.
1(b) and is given in second-order perturbation the-
ory by

1 . . 1
T„s(l» lm; q„qm) = u(l, ) ( iey„-)„, ( iey(3-)+( iey8)-„, ( iey„-) v(l, ), (2.3}

J„ is the electromagnetic current, q, = p, —P, (i= 1, 2) is the momentum of the spacelike virtual photon
with invariant mass squared q &0, and p. is the lepton rest mass.

Upon squaring the amplitude and introducing the flux factor and phase-space volume element in the usual
way, the differential cross section is given by

(2.4)

where M, and M, are the masses of the incident particles, dp, and dp, are the phase-space volume ele-
ments for the multiparticle systems X, and X„and k is the absolute value of the incident momentum in
the center-of-mass (c.m. ) frame and is given by

1
2(9 J

which becomes k= 2(s —4M')'" when M, =M, =M.
Using the identity

II (P+P ~ (, +(—P,,—d, )= ,J d dd dl) (P—d ~ d, )'() (P,—P, ~ d )d (l,'+(,, —d—d,),
(2.5)

and the expression for the Mi(lier amplitude, the differential cross section can be converted into a Lo
rentz-invariant integral of the virtual Compton amplitude and the absorptive part of the electromagnetic
amplitude for y*(q, ) +y*(q2) - l (l,) + l (lm) - y(q, ) + y(q2):

d4 d4
W(1) g k

afoot

w~"—
(s)&/my v (2))}2 q

4
q

& )(x( q» Pl) (q» qm d(() (
0'2

(2.6a)

where a 8 "~(q„q2) is the absorptive part of the electromagnetic amplitude yQ*- l l - y*y* and is given by

spins

and W„'„' is the forward Compton amplitude

(2.6b)
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)~)„',&(-q„()=f d(, —, g (mw) (X(),)(Z„(O)((,)(X,(P)IZ, (O)(p, )n'(.p, -((, —e).l

nucleon

(i= 1, 2) .

(2 'I)

This has the usual expression in terms of the invariant structure functions 8', and W2:

&2'(q~') -q(' p() q() q(' && q(iq(' p(
)("", (-q' P)=- ,)")(a' -a'P)(z„i —

~ +
Mq& i

(2.8)

The relevant differential cross section for the lepton-pair mass spectrum is

2 1
;iia —;2;2 ' .' W~p'i(-n P,}e"' (qi q2) W."s)(-qz, P2)2 JQ' 6(Q'- (a+ q.)'} (2 9)

A. O(2, 1) Formalism

In this framework, all the momenta are paramet-
rized in terms of the O(3, 1) group elements We.
define a special Breit frame B, in which

=(o, o o (-qg')'") (2.10a)

q, = exp( iv J„)exp( -ia'K, )q, -
=(sinha'(-q, ')'", 0, 0, -cosha'(-q ')"')

(2.10b)

In E(I. (2.10) and the following discussions, J, and
g& represent generators for rotations and boosts

Since a~ & can be straightforwardly calculated
according to E(ls. (2.3}and (2.6b), E(1. (2.9}can be
readily applied to calculate the differential cross
sections for muon pair production in e'e- e'e g'p, , muon trident production, and elec-
tron or muon pair production from the two-photon
processes in hadron-hadron collisions by suitable
choice of the structure functions W, and 8'2. To
make the practical calculation extremely simple,
we can take advantage of the multiperipheral
character of the process and the factorization
property of the matrix element and phase-space
volume element. To facilitate this simplification,
we use a variant of the O(2, 1) formalism developed
earlier for the strong interactions and expand the
integrand of Eq. (2.9) in terms of the photon-photon
helicity amplitudes evaluated in their own c.m.
frame. In Sec. IIA, we present this O(2, 1}formal-
ism and in Sec. IID we also express all our re-
sults in terms of the usual Lorentz-invariant vari-
ables. While the group theory is not necessary for
the following, it simplifies greatly the subsequent
analytic and numerical integrations.

along axes labeled by i (i =x, y, z). We can easily
relate the boost parameter z' to the invariants by
calculating Q'.

Q = (qx + qz}

=q, +q, '+2(-q, )" (-q, ')"'cosha'. (2.11)

Similarly, we can express the external momenta
in terms of group elements in such a frame by the
relations:

p, = exp(+i a'K, )exp( i&J,)ex-p( if2K,)-
x exp( iv J„)exp( -ia, K,)P, -

=(M, (cosha'coshf, cosha, +sinha'sinha, ),
M2s &nh f2 cosh Q2cos $,
M2cosh~2sinhg2sing,

M, (cosh-a 'sinha2+ sinha'cosh fmcosha2}),

(2.12)

where P (
= (M„O, 0, 0), i = 1, 2.

The last two relations follow from the fact that
the external timelike momenta p; can always be
brought to the zi plane by an O(2, 1) transformation
with the general parametrization

ge' O(2, 1),

g =exp(-i pJ,)exp(- i rK,)exp(- iyJ,)
0 & P, y& 2g, v' real.

(2.13)

The O(2, 1) parameters, f, and f„ for the ex
ternal momenta p,. assume special significance in
terms of invariants when evaluated in the frame
where the adjacent q, momenta are in their re-
spective Breit frames q, = q; .

It then follows by evaluation of invariants that:

p, = exp( if,K,)-exp( ia,K,-}p,
= (M,coshf, cosha„M, sinhf, cosha„0, M, sinha, ),
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s, =(-q, + p, )'

=M, '+q, +2M, (-q, ')" sinha, ,

a, &0,

n„+ 0, a'&0, (2.14c}

Sl2 (Pl+ q2)

= M, ' + q, '+ 2M, (-q2')"'sinha „,
(2.14a)

s. = (-q. + P.}'

= M2 + q2 +2M2(-q2 )'~ sinha2,

21 (P2+ ql} (2.14b)

=M2 +q, +2M2(-q, 2)'~2sinha»,

sinh~» = cosh~, sinha 'cosh/~ + sinha, cosha ' .

Positivity of energy and the mass spectrum and
conservation of energy require the inequalities

sinhQg2 cosh&, sinhn'cosh/, +sinhaycosha',

and

&, & 0, and &, o-0.
Equations (2,11), (2.14a), and (2.14b) provide the
necessary relations of the O(2, 1) variables to the
natural invariants of the graph in Fig. 1. The
azimuthal angle g describes the orientation of the
normals of the planes defined by p„q, and p„q, :

cosg=(p, xq, ) ~ (p2xq2)/Ip, xq, lip, xq, I .
( 2.15)

Since the frame B defined by Eqs. (2.10) and
(2.12} is related to the photon-photon c.m. frame
by a z boost, the c.m. helicity amplitudes for
y*(q, )+y2(q, )-y"(q,)+y2(ql) are numerically equal
to the helicity amplitudes defined in the frame B.
This follows from the fact that the helicity which
is the eigenvalue of J, in this case commutes
with z boosts. The expansion of the integrand in
Eq. (2.7) in terms of c.m. helicity amplitudes and
the O(2, 1) parameters given in Eq. (2.12) is

W~„'z'(-q„P, )a" 2 "~(q„q2) W~~z'(-q2, P2) = Q W (sinha„q, 2) W (sinha2, q22)d' „(1',)d' „.(f,)
(fft, fl )

xa„. .„„(cosha', q, , q2 )D„' (g, $2, 0)D„' (g, $2, 0). (2.16)

The quantities a„„„,„(cosha', q, ', q, ') are the c.m. helicity amplitudes with the standard definition in terms
of polarization vectors

a„„„„(cosh@,ql q2 }= e„' (ql)e„(q2)e„" (ql)P~ (q2)a~ s„(q„q2), (2.17)

and W (sinha„q, 2) and W~(sinha„q2') are the
helicity projections (transverse and longitudinal)
of the tensor in Eq. (2.8) and are given by an ex-
pression analogous to Eq. (2.17). In terms of the
invariant amplitudes, the nonvanishing helicity
components in the frame where p, and the adjacent
q, are collinear are given by

( ) (~)W„,= W~,

e.(q) =(-q') '"(Iql, q.2),

1
e„(q)=v ~ (x+ iy),

(2.20)

where q is along the z axis and x, y, z are unit vec-
tors along the x, y, z axes.

The representations of the O(2, 1}group are giv-
en by the functions D'„„(p, r, y):

W(&) —W(&)

(~)W
)Ofig

W

= —Wl~ '+(coshal)' W,".
(2.18) D'.(fl, ~&y)=e ' 'd' (~)e '~,

d~(r) = cosh',

d,', (r) = -d,', (2.)

(2.21a)

e."(q)e' (q)g„=(-1) 6

Q(-1) e2(q)&'(q) =g2 q2q /q (2.19)

q ~m(q}g2x =0 ~

The polarization representation most useful for
Eq. (2.16) is

The polarization vectors e "(q) have the standard
orthogonality and completeness relations

= -d2, (v) = d' „(2)=2 '"sinhv,

d,', (7) —d', ,(r) = 2(1+cosh'),

d,', (~) =d'»(v) = 2(1 —cosh') .

(2.21b)

We next proceed with the expression for the
volume element d'q, d'q, in terms of group ele-
ments. We elect to perform the integrations in a
particular order; namely, we perform the inte-
gration over q, first at fixed values of q2 [see Fig.
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2(a)], next the integration over qn at fixed values
of the external momenta [see Fig. 2(b)]. For this
purpose, it is useful to evaluate the absorptive
part ot the graph in Fig. 2(a) in a frame where P,
and q, are collinear. The explicit form of the mo-
menta is given by

Pi = exp(-«» Ks}Pi

= (M,cosha», 0, 0, M, sinha»)

q, a

and

qn=qn=(0 o, 0, (-qn')"') .
(2.22)

This frame is reached from B by application of
a z boost of -z' to all vectors. The momenta p,
and q, then have the parametrization

P(

(b)

Pp

P, =exp(i a' K)e xp(-i tK,)exp(-i aK,)P, ,

q, =exp(ia'K, )q, .
Next, we use the identity

exp(ia'K, )exp(-i ,tK)e xp(-ia, K,)

(2.23)

FIG. 2. (a) Graphical representation of absorptive
part in Eq. (2.6a) for integration over q& at fixed values
of q2. (b) Graphical representation of absorptive part
for pP amplitude in terms of absorptive part in Fig. 2(a).

=exp( i(,'K, )-e x(p-ia„K,)exp(-i8, J„),
(2.24a)

which implies the relation

sinhz, = sinhn»cosh' ' —sinh+ 'cosh@]2coshf,' .
(2.24b)

Equation (2.24} follows from the parametrization
of p, in Eqs. (2.23) and the fact that a timelike
vector in the xzt hyperplane can always be brought
to the ni plane by application of an O(2, 1) x boost.
The rotation by e, around the y axis leaves P, in-
variant. The z boost a» on the right-hand side is
related to s» by Eq. (2.14a), which can be seen by
evaluation of invariants in this frame. Next, we
apply the x boost exp(if,'K,) to all vectors and the
final frame is achieved with p, and q, given by
Eqs. (2.22) and with q, and P, given by

q, = exp(i (,'K,)exp(i a 'K,)q, ,

p, =exp(+i 0,'K, )e x(-pigJ, )exp( it', K,) -(2.25)

xexp( inJ„)exp-( ia, K,)p-, .

The expression for p2 can be simplified if we
realize that the canonical form for the paramet-
rization of the O(2, 1) group, Eq. (2.21a), allows
us to use the identity

exp(if,' )Ke (x-pi& J,)exp(-itnK )

P, =exp(-iy j,)exp(-iuK, )exp(-in J„)
x exp(-i a, K,)P, . (2.2 "I)

The azimuthal angle g' does not contribute be-
cause it leaves invariant the vector exp(-in J„)
x exp( ia, K-,)P,

Next, applying the cp rotation we obtain:

P, = exp(-i a„K,)P,
= (M,cosha», 0, 0, M, sinha»),

q, =exp(iy J,)exp(i&,'K, )e px(ia'K, )q,
= ((-q,'}"'sinha 'cosh),',

(-q, ')'"sinha'sinhf, 'cosy,

(2.28)

(-q, )'Insinha'sinhP, ' siny, (-q, ')'~ncosha'),

p, = exp( iuK, )ex-p(-in J„)exp( ia, K,)p-, ,

P, = (M,coshucosha„M, sinhucosha„0, -M, sinha, ) .
From Eqs. (2.28), an elementary calculation gives

d~q, = dn(y-q~ )dq, dcosht, ', sinha' dcosha'

, dsinha, dcosha'
cosh&12

The last statement follows from Eq. (2.24b).
Finally, we combine the absorptive parts in Fig.

2(b), referring the external momenta to a collin-
ear frame. In particular, we choose

then p, becomes

= exp(i y J,)exp(- iuK, )exp(i g'J, );

(2.28)

Pl ~1&

P, =exp(-iaK. )P,
= (M,cosha, 0, 0, M, sinha),

(2.30)
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From Eqs. (2.31), then it follows that
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P1 P1y

p, = (M,cosha, 0, 0, M, sinha),

q2=((-qs )'I sinha», (-q, )" cosha»sinp,

0, (-q2 )" cosha»cosP).

(2.32)

s = M, + M2 + 2M, M2cosh~ .
This frame is reached by application of a z

boost exp(ia„K, ) from that of Eq. (2.28),

p, = exp(i a»K, )exp(- iuK, )exp(-i a, K,)p, ,
(2.31)

q& =exp(ia»K. )q, .
Next, we use the identity

exp(ia„K,)exp(-iuK, )exp(-ia, K,)p,

=exp(-ip, d„)exp(-iaK, )p, ,

which merely is a polar coordinate parametriza-
tion of p„application of the rotation through -p2
produces the desired frame where

coshz = cosh+»cosho. 2coshu + sinha. »sinh+2 .

(2.33)

In the frame defined by Eq. (2.32),

d'q, = w(-q, ')d(-q, ')dcosP dsinha»cosha»

, dsinh+12 lsinh~2

Now we have the necessary Jacobian relations
and variable assignments to perform the integra-
tion in Eq. (2.9). A straightforward expansion of
the helicity sum in Eq. (2.16) and use of Eqs.
(2.29), (2.34), and (2.9) with subsequent integra-
tion over y yields the result:

der 2a 1 i 2,)~(2
d(Q ) 2 s sinha (s)" k

dq, ' dq,
'

x 2&s~m & Q~pg2 da» dsmha, dsinha2

x [(WI" + 2 cosh'a, sinh'u W~I") [(WI" + 2 cosh'a, sinh'&, W2~")tr A

—(& cosh2a, (3 sinhmf, +2)W2t'')A~ j

+ [-,'(3 sinh'u +2)cosh'a, W2a'][-,
' sinh'f, ' WP'trA —2(3 cosh'f", —1)W~"A ~~,

+ cosh'+, sinh'p, sinh'$1 W2 A»»
+ cosh'z, sinh ~1cosh'~1 W2 A 1010

+ cosh &1cosh'f, sinh'f, '
W2 A0101

+ cosh'a, cosh'f, cosh'f, ' W, "A0000

+2 c ohs' ,acohsf, sinhf, cosh'", sinhg, '(A„„—A„„)]I,
(2.35)

where p, is the lepton mass, the quantities A. are
various helicity projections of the central photon-
photon amplitudes redefined by

2A ~ ~, =4nn a

and will be given explicitly in Sec. IIC, and $1
and u are given in terms of the integration vari-
ables by Eqs. (2.14a), (2.24b), and (2.33), re-
spectively. The y integration is elementary and
enters Eq. (2.16) only through $2 and g. This fol-
lows since the spin-1 nature of the electromag-
netic current allows the integrand in Eq. (2.9) to
depend only upon the y angle from polynomials in

cosy which enter through the relations

cosh/2 = cosh/, ' coshu —cosy sinhg, ' sinhu,

(2.36)

cos g slnhf2 slnhg1 coshlc cosy cosh)1 slnhg

(2.37)

which follow from Eq. (2.26). The expression for
the boost parameters g„f,', and u are given in
Eqs. (2.24a), (2.24b), and (2.33). The region of
integration in Eq. (2.35) is defined through the
Kibble conditions
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&1+Q y

Q~~ Q»+@2'
(2.38)

which follow from Eqs. (2.14a), (2.33), and the in-
equalities in Eq. (2.14c}, and the corresponding
maximum and minimum values allowed by thresh-
old conditions. The Kibble conditions, Eq. (2.38),
the physical thresholds, and the range of the in-
tegration define the complete restrictions upon
the variables of integration given by phase space.
Also, notice that in the physical region, we al-
ways have q, '&0 and q2'&0.

At this stage, we can see the advantage of the
O(2, 1) formalism. From Eqs. (2.14a), (2.24b),
and (2.33), it can be shown that the kinematical
factors multiplying the structure functions W,"'
and W2~" are rational functions of sinhz, and
sinhz„while the amplitudes a are independent of
these two variables. Furthermore, if the inte-
gration over these two variables are performed
first, their integration limits are independent of
each other. Therefore, for a simple enough para-
metrization of W1' and W2"', the integration over
these two variables can be performed analytically
separately. More detailed discussions will be
given in Sec. II8 and the Appendix.

Gs(q }=G„(q )/g =1 (JJ. = 1), and if a, is a nucleon,

G~ and G„can be given by a well-known empirical
parametrization. In particular, we have chosen
the dipole form factor

Gs(q )/J =Gs(a')

1-0
V1

(2.40)

1 1
PW2~" = 0.557 1 ——, +2.1978 1 ——,

(d (d

5-
-2.5954 1 ——, ( 2.41)

for the application in Sec. III.
As seen from Eq. (2.39), the 5 function in W~J"

and W,' makes the integration over sinh~, trivial.
When the integration over both sinh~, and sinh~2
involve such 5 functions, the integrand in Eq.
(2.35) furthermore becomes a simple function of
z», which can be integrated analytically.

For the inelastic contribution, if a; is a nucleon
and X, represents inclusive multiparticle states,
the observed scaling property of the structure
function makes the integration over sinha& very
simple, also. For the application in Sec. III, we
choose the parametrization of Bloom and Gilman, '

B. Structure Functions

To apply Eq. (2.35) to the process (1.4) men-
tioned in the Introduction, we need to know the
structure functions W, and W, . Qbviously for the
elastic contribution, where X; =a;, the structure
functions are given for a spin-2 particle by

with R =(W,"J+cosh'o.
&

W2&')/W, '=0.18, for deep-
inelastic scattering on a proton target. Also, v is
the usual p ~ q/M and up' is the modified scaling
variable,

2Mv M
(-q') (-q') '

2)1/2
W&'&=(-q, 2)-«2JJ si~~, —( q' '

2W

2qlJJ'2

W '=(-q') "'5 sinha& —'
2M]

Gs'(a') —(a'/4M )Gs'(qi')
1 —qP/4M, '

(2.39)

We modify Ws in Eq. (2.41}by the factor -q /
(-q +a ) with a =0.15 GeVs to satisfy the gauge-
invariance condition W, (0, v) =0, and to match on
to the observed real photoabsorption cross section
at large s, o„~(s)= 8w'n W, (0, v)/(s —M') = 150 pb,
at q'=0. Since v=(-q')«'sinha and the paramet-
rization is simple powers of &' ', the integrations
over the subenergies sinhz, and sinh+2 can be
performed analytically in Eq. (2.35). The details
of the subenergy integration are included in an
appendix.

where G'~ and Q„are the usual electric and mag-
netic form factors and have the normalization C. Photon-Photon Helicity Amplitudes

G (0) = 1, G„(0)=JL;,

where p. &
is the total magnetic moment of the par-

ticle a, . (p~=2.79 for the proton. ) When a, is an
electron, as in the case of electron-positron (elec-
tron) scattering and trident production, we have

We give here the c.m. helicity amplitudes for the
process y*(q, ) +y*(q, )- p(l, ) + P (l,) —y*(q, ) +y~(qs).
These amplitudes are found by a straightforward,
but tedious, calculation with the specialization of
the polarization basis Eq. (2.20) to the center-of-
mass system. The results are:
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Aoooo = '
4

' p(Q'} [q Q [Co(-2, 0) —Co(-1, -1)]—2K2q'[C2(-2, 0) —Ci(-1, -1)]],

trA =g'"g ~qu ~ s

= p(Q2)[-8+4C0(-1, 0)(-Q +q, +q2 +2[1 ) —4CO(-2, 0}(2p, +q, )(2[1 +qm )

+4C.(-1, -1)[Q'(q,'+q. '+[ ') —u'(q, '+q. ') -4[1']]

=2A„„+2A.1 „,—2A0101 —2A1010+A0000,

Aoct 2A0101 + Aoooo

(2.42)

=-q, 1 p(Q )[4Q +4[1 Co(-1, 0)(Q +q2 —q, )+2qm Q Co(-2, 0)(2m +q1 )

- 2qi'Co(-1 -1}[Q'(ql'+ qm') +2[ '(q2'- qi')] &,

= -2A1010+ A oooo 2A01o1+ A0000,0
with q, - q2;

1
A)s)IP)s &(A1111 Al -Il -1 All -1 -1)

= p(Q ) [q Q C,(-2, 0) —4K q C,(-2, 0) + 2(q, '+ q, ')K'S, (-2, 0) —4K'S, (-1,0) —6K'S, (-2, 0)

+2K Q S2(-2, 0) —q'Q'Co(-1, -1)+4K q C2(-1, -1) —6K S4(-1, -1)],
4 2 2

2 1/2 2 1/2 q q=[(e)(q) /q[A„„, „, „A„—A„„,—4„„—,—4„„„„},

where A„„,„ is the projection of Eq. (2.6b) with the vector (0, 0, 1, 0) and where A, », is the projection of the
lip[i n of Eq. (2.6b) with a lightlike vector l = (1,0, 1, 0) and is given by

2K
A, «, = p(Q )](q2 —q, ) [Co(-2, 0) —Co(-1, -1)]—(qi' —q, ) ~ [Sm(-2, 0) —Sm(-1, -1)]

+2Q K [Sm(-2, 0) +S1(-le -1)]—6K [S~(-2, 0}+S (-1, -1)] (2.43)

In the above equations, we have used the usual phase-space and c.m. quantities

Q'-4V'
4 7

1
[(Q')' —2Q'(ql'+ q2') —(ql' —q2')'].

(2.44)

The functions S;(m, n) and C;(m, n), i=0, 1, 2, m, n =0, -1, -2, arise from angular integrations over prod-
ucts of the lepton propagators in Eq. (2.3):

1

S, (m, n) = dcos8[(l, —q, ) —p. ] [(l, —q2) —p, ]"(sin8)',
(2.45)

1

C;(, )=I qccse[(l, —q,)'-s']'[{(,—q, )' —c'1"(c ss)',

where 6} is the polar angle of the muon pair in the two-photon center-of-mass system. The results are:
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So=co

S2 —Co —C2,

S4 = Co —2C2+ C4,

x 1
C~=X Co+ Co+

2

C, =~'C.+, , (6~+ s)+ C„p ~2q2 Kq

1 t,'-p, '
2gq t -p,

2

(t,' —p ')(i, —p, ') '

C (-1, -1)= i ~ 2) Co(-1, 0),
1

f,'-u'=2(Q'-q

and

(2.46}

X = k(q' —q,
' —q, ') 2

This completes the preliminaries as far as ki-
nematics and contains all of the necessary helic-
ity projections for Eq. (2.35) and Eq. (2.50) in

Sec. HD.

D. Formulation in Terms of Invariants

For completeness and some particular applica-
tions, it is desirable to have an expression for the
integrand directly in terms of the invariant vari-
ables of integration as defined in Eq. (2.14). First,
the volume element can easily be translated in
terms of invariants by use of Eqs. (2.35), (2.24),
(2.14a), and (2.14b) in Eqs. (2.29}and (2.34), which
gives the result

d q, d q =, „,2 —dq, dq2 ds, ds2ds, 2ds2~ds'dg',

(2.47)

where

z=[[ q q +q p» +p&& q& +qm v& +q& vm +(q&'qm) ]M& Mm +(qz'qm) ql q2»
(q, ~ q )~(p, p ) —v, 'v M, M —2p, ' pmM, qm &»~2 —2p ' p2M2 qm "2x"x+2q~'q2 &™2»"&

+2' q2ML M2 v2z v2 + 2Mj M2 v12 v2) q& qap& P2 12 21 2 1 2 1 2ql 2
2 2 2 2

with the obvious identifications

~& = p&
' 4/W

= (s &

—
q&

—M& )/2M;, i = 1, 2

P(/= pg 'q//M

=(s, /
—q; —M, )/2M/, ie j=1,2.

The formula for the differential cross section then takes the symmetric form
do M, M.(q')'"

d(q2)&/~ 64(sy&)&/2 7

(2.48)

(2.49)

x —dqx dq2 dsxds2dsx2d~2xd|t}'

x
]
W["W2~"tr A —W', "W~"cosh'o.,Q (A„,„,,sinh't', + A„,„,,cosh'f, )(-1)"

Ng

—Wm~'~ W[~ ~coshso. ,Q (A,„,„sinh2$, + A ~ o„cosh i;,)(-1)"2
N2

+ W,'"cosh'o, W~&"cosh'o. ,[-,(A»»+ A, », +A», ,cos2$)sinh'f, sinh'f,

+ A gpypsinh f~cosh f2 + A ypypcosh fgsinh f2

+ A ppppcosh fjcosh' f2

+2(A»~ —,A~, i}nehru, c ohs, ti shul, c os', cops] (2.50)

The kinematical factors are written in the most economical form for the differential cross sections
when expressed in terms of the hyperbolic angles. However, we can easily express the kinematic coef-
ficients in terms of invariants by use of Eqs. (2.12), (2.14a), (2.14b}. The azimuthal angle can be elim-
inated by calculating p, ~ p2 in the Breit frame B which gives the result
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p, ~ p, = M, M, [cosh'', cosha, (cosha'cosh), cosha, + sinha'sinha, )

+sinha, (cosha'sinha, + sinha'cosht', cosha, ) —sinhf, cosha, sinhf, cosha, cosy]. (2.51)

The other variables are expressed in terms of
invariants trivially; we list here a complete set of
relations:

s~ = M~ + q~ + 2M~(-q~ ) sinhag,

s»=M, +q2 +2M, (-qm )' sinha»,

I

(NAL), CERN Intersecting Storage Rings (ISR),
and Isabelle with s = 1000, 2500, and 10' GeV',
respectively. For the inelastic contribution at the
high values of s, namely, s =2500 and 10' GeV',
we use a modified asymptotic form for the struc-
ture functions with

sinh~» —sinho, ycosh+'cosh', cosh/, =
sinhQI

~q 2

vS', =0.2 2 0 15 (3.1)

and

s, = M, '+ q,'+ 2M, (-q, ')'"sinha„

sml ™2+ql +2M'(-qx )' smhaml 7

sinh~» —sinh~, cosho. '
cosh~, cosh/, =

sinh~'

cosha' =(Q —q, —
qm )/2(-q, ) ~ (-q2 ) ~,

sinhg'& 0,

(2.52)

which follows from positivity of the energy of Q,
&0 and

sinhf, and sinhg, & 0,
which are a restatement of the Kibble conditions
[Eqs. (2.38)].

The region of integration for the invariants is
easily computed by mapping Eqs. (2.38) onto the
invariants and requiring that

which well approximates the Bloom and Gilman
form given by Eq. (2.41) over most region of in-
tegration and improves the stability of the numeri-
cal integration to be described below. We checked
Eq. (3.1) against Eq. (2.41) at s =1000 GeV' and
also partially at s =2500 GeV' with an agreement
good to a few percent.

The numerical evaluation of Eq. (2.35) is per-
formed in the following way: The integrations
over sinhn, and sinhz, are performed analytically
for both the elastic and inelastic contributions as
described in Sec. II and in the appendix. Then the
integrations over z», q, ', and q2' are performed
numerically with a Monte Carlo integration rou-
tine to an estimated accuracy of less than 1%.
Tables I through IV and Fig. 3 include a summary
of the results.

T &0

We have demonstrated that this latter require-
ment is equivalent to the condition that the azi-
muthal angles cosg and cosy of Eqs. (2.15) and
(2.26) be physical, vis Icosy I and )cosgI~ 1.

IQ 32

Ip-33

IQ 34

Ip-35

I /

}
I / I I

]
1 $ /

I

1 I I I I
[

I I I 1

TOTA L CONTRI8UTION———ELA STIC CONTRI 8UTION

lo

III. APPLICATION TO PROTON-PROTON SCATTERING

In this section, we apply the results of Sec. II to
compute the contribution to the muon-pair mass
spectrum from the two-photon process in Fig. 1(b)
for proton-proton scattering, discuss the physical
implications, and compare our exact calculation
with some approximation schemes.

For the proton-proton scattering, we include the
elastic contribution with the structure functions
given by Eqs. (2.39) and (2.41), and the deep-in-
elastic contribution with the structure functions
given by Eq. (2.41), while the resonance contri-
butions are included in Eg. (2.41) in the average
sense. " The total incident energies (s)'" are
chosen to agree with the Brookhaven-Columbia ex-
periments at s = 56.3 GeV', and the future experi-
ments at the National Accelerator Laboratory

IQ-36

c4
I
0-37

E

Ip-38

0-39
I

IP 4OI

I
p-4 I

I
p-42

IQ 43 I, i il, , ilail
I P 5 I 0 20 50 I pp l50

~Q (Gev)

FIG 3 Differential cross section d~/d~Q ) / for
various s values as a function of Q2; the dashed line
represents elastic-elastic contribution [Eq. (2.39)];
solid line represents the total contribution.
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TABLE I. Numerical results at s =56.3 GeV. The error represents the estimated accuracy in the Monte Carlo in-

tegration.

(q2) 1/2

(GeV) p=@ /s
der/d(Q )
(cm /GeV)

el.-el.

f (s, Q')
d(r/d (q 2)1/2

(cm /GeV)

tot

f(s Q)

0.3
1
2

3
4
5

0.001 60
0.0178
0.0775
0.1599
0.2842
0.4441

(1.016+ 0.003)x 10
(1.736 + 0.005) x 10
(2.943 + 0.009)x 10
(7.561 + 0.025) x 10
(1.125+ 0.004) x 10
(2.252 + 0.007) x 10

2.743 x 10-"
1.736x10 3'

2.345x 10
2.041x 10 37

7.200x 10 '~

2.814x 10 4i

(1.047 + 0.003) x 1Q

(2.049~ 0.006) x 10 3~

(3.654+ 0.011)x 10 "
(8.868+ 0.027) x 10
(1.204 + 0,004) x 10
(2,262 + 0.007) x 10

2.826x 10 ~~

2.049x 10
2.923x 10
2.394x 10 37

7.707x 10"
2.827x 10 4'

The results are shown for both the elastic contri-
bution, namely, p+ p- p+ p+p, '+p, , and the
total contribution as functions of (Q')"' at different
values of s. We would like to make the following
general comments concerning the physical impli-
cation of the results.

(1) At s =56.3 GeV', the two-photon contribution
is negligible compared to the experimental data of
Ref. 15, which indicates that at this energy there
is very little background due to the two-photon
process.

(2) The cross section increases very rapidly
with s at fixed values of (Q )"2 between s = 56.3
and 1000 GeV' and gives observable values at s
greater than 1000 GeV' even at (q')"' = 10 GeV.
The cross section asymptotically increases as
(lns)'. If one assumes that the a' one-photon
process dominates the observed data at s = 56.3
GeV' and in addition, that this process has already
reached the scaling limit in s/Q', then the two-
photon process becomes comparable with the one-
photon process extrapolated to s =10' GeV .
Therefore, the two-photon process has a good
chance to be one of the main contributions at high
s and very important.

(3) At high s values, the inelastic and elastic
contributions become comparable and independent-
ly observable. The nonelastic part receives a sub-

stantial contribution from the scaling region with

large s, and -q, '. Since in this region the muon

pair will have a sizable total transverse momen-
tum, this part can be separated out to provide a
test of the Bjorken scaling in W, and W, in the
average sense at very high energies.

(4) At s =1000 GeV', the elastic contribution is
large enough so that one may have a good chance
to scatter pions and kaons coherently on heavy nu-

cleon targets to measure their electromagnetic
structure as suggested by Geshkenbein and

Terentyev. '
(5) One might worry that the angular distribu-

tion of the lepton pair from the two-photon pro-
cess might be forward peaked in the beam direc-
tion to the extent that the pair may not be well
enough separated from the beam direction to be
observable. Although the angular distribution can
be straightforwardly calculated, it is sufficient to
have a qualitative estimation at the present stage.
Since each of the muons are preferentially emitted
in the direction of the muon-pair total momentum

Q, it is sufficient to estimate the portion of the
cross section in which Q has a substantial opening
angle with respect to the beam. From the pre-
vious studies of the two-photon process for m' and
q' production where the n' (q') angle relative to the
beam direction corresponds to the opening angle

TABLE II: Numerical results at s =1000 GeV~. The error represents the error in the Monte Carlo integration.

(Q2)1/2

(GeV)
der/d(q )
(cm2/Ge V)

el.-el.

f (&,9')
d~/d(q')'i'
(cm2/Ge V)

tot

f (s, Q')

1
2
3
6
9

12
15
18

0.001
0.004
Q.009
0.036
0.081
0.144
0.255
0.324

(4.209 + 0.016)x 10
(2.959+ 0.011)x 10
(4.887 ~ 0.020) x 10-"
(1.235 ~ 0.006)x 10
(8.101+ 0.042) x 10
(7.096 ~ 0.044) x 10-
(6.245 + 0.044) x 10 4

(4.206+ 0.034) x 10~

4.209 x 10-34

2.367x 10 34

1.319x 10 34

2.668 x 10 35

5.906x 10-se

1.266x 10-3e

2.108x 10-37

2.453 x 10-"

(5.326 ~ 0.020) x 10
(4.537 + 0.018) & 10 3~

(8.473+ 0.033)x 10-'e
(2.529 + 0.011)x 10
(1.700+ 0.079) x 10-"
(1.406+ 0.007) x 10 3~

(1.106+ 0.006) x 10-40

(6.732 + 0.044) x 1Q 42

5.326x 10 '4

3.630x 10-'4
2.288 x 10-34

5.463 x 10-"
1.239x 10-"
2.429 x 10-"
3.732x 10 "
3.926x 1p
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TABLE III. Numerical results at s =2500 GeV . The error represents the error in the Monte Carlo integration.

(q 2)1/2

{GeV)

da/d {Q )i/2

{cm /GeU}

el.-el.

f(s,Q )

der/d (Q2) i/2

(cm~/GeV)

tot

f(s, Q )

3
6
9

12
15
20
30

0.0036
0.0144
0,0326
0.0576
0.09
0.16
0.36

(1.207~0.005) x10 "
(4.689+ 0.022) x 10
(4.963 + 0.026) x 10
(7.958 + 0.047) & 10
(1.552 + 0.010}x 10
{1.242 + Q.Q10) x 10-40

(4.877+ 0.009)x 10 "

3.260 x 10-'4
1.013x 10
3.618x 10
1.375x 10 3~

5.237x1p '6

9.933x 10-"
1.317x ].0-ss

(1.870 ~ 0.007) x 10-~'
(9.774~0.035)x10 "
(1.316+0.005)x 10
(2.642 + 0.010)x 10
(6.545 + Q.023) x 10
(8.133+ 0.026) x 10-4

(1.628 +0.004) x 10 4'

5.051x 10 34

2.111x10 34

9.592x10 ~'

4.565x10 35

2.209x 10 3

6.506x10 '6

4.396x 10 "

for Q, only about half of the cross section is lost
by making an angular cut of (m/E)'", where E
= 2s'". This cutoff is of the order of 15' even for
E =200 GeV. In addition, as noted in (3), the deep-
inelastic region will always give Q a larger angle.

Next, we make the following remarks concerning
the comparison of our exact result with some ap-
proximation schemes and some general features of
the results.

(i) For the elastic contribution, the results of
this calculation at s = 56.3 GeV and q =4 GeV
agrees with that of Fujikawa within a factor of 2.
At s = 1000 GeV' and (q')"' ( 3 GeV, the agree-
ment is within 25%, while for (q')'") 3 GeV, the
agreement is almost exact.

(ii) We set the proton form factor equal to unity
and the total moment equal to the Dirac moment
in the elastic contribution Eq. (2.39) and compared
the result of this calculation with the equivalent-
photon result:

2 ( )l/2 1 2o (qm)

d(q2)1/2 2 M 2 (qQ)l/2

x —2+ —ln —— 1-—3+—

wher~

or(q)=, ln —,—1, q»P,4«'
(3.2)

The result of this comparison is shown in Fig. 4
at s =1000 GeV' and s =10' GeV'. It is easily seen
that the equivalent-photon spectrum agrees with
the result of the exact calculation to within 20%.
This does not imply that the equivalent-photon
spectrum Eq. (3.2) agrees with the exact calcula-
tion with proton structure, Fig. 3, or that this
agreement in Fig. 4 is license to assume that the
equivalent-photon spectrum is always accurate for
other particles, e.g., electrons, instead of protons
at high values of s. We hope to report on this
question for electron-positron colliding beams in
a future effort.

(iii) As shown in Fig. 3, for a fixed value of q,
the cross section increases rapidly with s at in-
termediate energies and only increases logarith-
mically at very high energies. A leading-log esti-
mation of the cross section in Eq. (2.35) gives a
(Ins)~ increase of cross section similar to that
shown in Eq. (3.2). A theoretical estimation shows
that the effective rapid increasing of the cross

TABLE IV. Numerical results at s =10 GeV . The error represents the error in the Monte Carlo integration.

(q2)i/2

(GeU)
do/d (Q2) i/2

(cm'/Ge V)

el. -el.

f (s, Q')
dg/d (Q 2) i/2

(cm~/Ge V)

tot

f (s, Q')

3
6
9

12
15
20
30
40
50
60

9x 10
3.6x 10 4

8.1x10 4

0.001 44
0.002 25
0.004
0.009
0.016
0.025
0.036

(1.166 + 0.005) x 10 34

(9.516+0.044) x 10 36

(1,967+ 0.010)x 10
(6.088+ 0.033)x 10
(2.368+ 0.013)x 10
(6,617+ p.Q4p) x 1Q

(9.743+ 0.067)x 10-"
(2.205+ O.Q16) x 10-"
(6.330 + 0.053)x 10-
(2.143 + 0.019)x 10

3.147x 10-"
2.055x10 "
1.434x10 "
1.052 x 10-"
7.990x 10-'4
5.294x 10 34

2.631x 10 ~4

1.411x 10 34

7.912x 10-"
4.629x 10-"

( 1,481 + 0.008) x 10 34

(1.424~0.006) x10 "
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FIG. 4. Comparison of equivalent-photon approximation
to exact calculation for elastic vrith no proton structure.

section is a result of the cancellation of the lead-
ing-log contribution by the next leading contribu-
tion at low energies. Thus, we have to be very
careful in using leading-log approximations and,
of course, the region of validity for such approxi-
mations depends on the particular processes under
consideration. Of course, we have left out many
other contributions to the same order in +, some
of which are sketched in Fig. 5.

At low energies, it is difficult to assess the
magnitude of the other z4 graphs. However, it is
safe to say that their effects will generally be
additive since one does not expect the interference
terms between different graphs (non-positive-
definite terms) to be important except in very
small regions of phase space. At high energies,
when the leading-log behavior takes hand, we ex-
pect the other graphs, with the exception of those
of the initial- and final-state interactions, to be
less important. A rough guide to the magnitude of
the initial-state interaction, the last graph in Fig.
5, can be obtained by the following argument.

The effects of initial- and final-state interactions
can be estimated by a distorted-wave approxima-
tion where the corrected electromagnetic ampli-
tude is given by a formula of the form

B(s, Z) = B'(s, Z)

+ dqB s, q f" s, ~-q, 3.3

where B'(s, Z} is the o contribution of Fig. 1(a,) or
the a' amplitude of Fig. 1(b). In Eq. (3.3), f" is
the strong-interaction amplitudes given approxi-
mately by

f"(s, q) = i —ore '
(3 4)

where 0~ is the total cross section for the hadron-
hadron scattering, b is the width of the diffraction
peak, and k the c.m. momentum.

We assume that B'(s, q) is more slowly varying
in momentum transfer than the strong amplitude
Eq. (3.4); an application of Eq. (3.3) gives us the
following approximate formula at small momentum
transfer:

B(0} B~ ~(D}(,( —'=, (3.5)

which gives a reduction of the magnitude, but not
the form, of the electromagnetic amplitude. This
argument which has been used to a great extent in
the literature and is only to serve as a rough
guide of the size of the absorptive effects. (In the
cont xt of the one photon exchange, see, for ex-
ample, Low and Treiman in Ref. 16.) Typically,
the size of the effect in Eq. (3.5) is 2(y)('} to 30%,
and perhaps as large as 60%, of both initial- and
final-state interactions of the hadrons coming
from the clusters in Fig. 1(b) are taken into ac-
count by a formula of the type in Eq. (3.4}.

(iv) We have also noticed an approximate scaling
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in the function f(s, Q') defined by

f(s, Q') =(Q')'"d /&(Q')"'

l03

—33

in the invariable Q2/s = p. This is simile, r to the
parton-model prediction for the cy' one-photon
process that f(s, Q2) becomes a function of only
one variable Q2/s, except that, for the two-photon
process, such a scaling is only approximate and
has a logarithmic violation in the variable s. In

particular, for the elastic contribution at very
small values of Q'/s, where the effects of the pro-
ton form factor can be neglected, f(s, Q') can be
estimated from Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3) and clearly
show an approximation scaling with logarithmic
violation. For other regions of Q'/s, and also for
the total contribution, similar properties can also
be shown from analytical but tedious estimations
of Eq. (2.35), and the logarithmic factors violating
the scaling are different in different regions of
Q'/s. We feel that it is more transparent to ex-
hibit the numerical results in Fig. 6, where
f(s, Q ) is plotted as a function of Q~/s at several
different values of s for both the elastic and total
contributions.
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FIG. 6. Proposed scaling function f(s, Q ) =(Q ) da/
d (q2) i/2

IV. CONCLUSION

To conclude, we have formulated an exact ex-
pression, given by Eqs. (2.35) and (2.50), for the
lepton pair mass spectrum from the two-photon
processes shown in Fig. 1(b). This expression
can be easily applied to lepton-lepton, lepton-
hadron, and hadron-hadron scattering processes.
Depending on each particular reaction and the en-
ergy, such z4 processes can be either the domi-
nating process or an important and calculable
background.

In particular, we have applied our results to the
muon pair production in proton-proton scattering.
We would like to stress the importance of the two-
photon process for the muon pair production in
hadron-hadron collisions. Namely, it will be
necessary to have knowledge of the two-photon
contribution in order to extract the ~' one-photon
process. In addition, the two-photon process will
reveal its own physical significance if the on@-
photon contribution happens to be small at high s

and moderately high Q' such as predicted by
Altarelli, Brandt, and Preparata, ' for example.

Furthermore, the graphs in Fig. 1(b) for the
two-photon contribution may allow for the deter-
mination of the pion and kaon electromagnetic
structure if the angular distribution can be sorted
out. Finally, we would like to emphasize that the
forthcoming experiments at the ISR and NAL ac-
celerators will provide for much-needed informa-
tion on the physics of lepton pair production.

Finally, we would like to comment that two other
papers have come to our attention since preparing
this work. A paper by Budnev, Ginzburg, Meledin,
and Serbo" suggests using the process pp- pp
+e e as a monitor for the luminosity of colliding-
bearn accelerators. Their emphasis and kinematic
region in s and Q for these studies are quite dif-
ferent from this work. They give some approxi-
mate analytic formulas for the region of small
dilepton mass.

Another work by Soni" gives some approximate
analytic formula for the leading-logarithmic con-
tribution of the graphs in Fig. 1(b).

APPENDIX

In this appendix, we discuss the integration over sinha, and sinhcy, for the proton-proton collision pro-
cess. This result can also be trivially modified to apply to the trident production process. To separately
perform the integration in Eq. (2.35) over sinha, and sinha, analytically, we choose the particular order
sinha„sinha2, a», q, ', and q,2. The integration limits for this order can be solved from Eqs. (2.38) as
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+1min +10 2 f 211/2+Pi-gl 'i

I
+1max +12

+2 min +20 s inh '
r3 I 211/22mP(-C2 &

I
+12 mm + + +10 &

+12 max + +20 &

(A1)

( Il } P + S10 0 [(S12 ax P qa }(S12 10
S12 max

[( 12max P 'q2 } S12max mP 1 [( la max 10 0 } S12 max S10] )1

2 1/2
(q, ') = mp'+s20 2(s+s20 sla . ) + (s 4ms) [(s+s20+s12 } ss20]

where

sl2 ™p+ qa + 2 mP( qa )' sinho/, 2

S = [(S )1/2 + (qa)l/2]2

/2' =cosh
2( 2}l/2( 2)1/2

s« is the lowest value of the invariant mass squared for the system X&, that is, s«= m~' for the elastic
contribution and s«=(mP+m„) for the inelastic contribution, i =1, 2, and mP and m, are the proton mass
and the pion mass, respectively. We can also always fix s« = m~ and put appropriate 5 functions in the
integrand for inelastic contributions.

Since the elastic structure functions contain 8 functions of sinhz, and sinha„ the integration over these
two variables is trivial. For the inelastic contribution, since the photon-photon amplitude is independent
of sinha. , and sinh~„and the limits of integration for these two variables are independent of each other,
we can perform the integrations separately. With a simple parametrization of the inelastic structure func-
tions given by Eq. (2.41}, the result can be written in terms of integrals of some rational functions of
sinhn, and sinhz2. We present the result

d(q')'" 1/ sinha ( )"'k ' (-q ')' (-q, ')' (A2)

where

I'(cl„, q, ', q, ') = [(I„+I„)[(I„+I„)trA(3I„+I„)A ]-+(3I„+2I„)[-(I„—I„)trA

61 61+0000 71 (A 1100 01 10))

and

(A3)

-e
I3,. =E;,+ 2 0 15 N),.+ ~

are sums of elastic and inelastic contributions. The elastic contributions are given by:

(A4)
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E„=F,(q,'),
E„=&(cosh a,sinh t'1) „H,(q, ),
E„=(eosha, )„H,(q,'),
E4~ = (cosh t'q), ) H ~(q~ ),
E„=(cosh'a, sinh'g, cosh'g, '),

~ H, (q, '),
E„=(cosh'a, cosh'f,')„H,(q,'),
E„=cosh'a»(cosha, cosh/, cosh),'sinh'f, ')„H,(q, '),
E,2 =F,(q2 ),
E» = p(cosh a2smh u)gH2(q2 ),
E» —z(cosh a2)„H2(q2 ),

where the subscript el means that the kinematical factors are evaluated at the elastic point with

(A5)

( 2)1/2
(sinha, )„= (i =1, 2), (A6)

and
2

H, (q )= ', G„(q ),
mp

Gs(q' ) —(q /4~p')Gz(q )
—q; m&

where Gs and G„are the usual electromagnetic form factors, Eq. (2.40), to be approximated by Eq. (2.40).
The inelastic contributions are given by:

(J(&) + J(& I)
1

1+g 2 0

1
, [J2'" —2 sinha»cosha' J[''+ (sinh2a» —sinhma') Jo~"],21 2slnh2

—g(&) + g(&)

1
1+R jcosh'&„sinh ~'

—2 sinha»cosha ' JP '+ sinh'a»cosh'a 'J,"'],
1

N» =. . . [J~"' -4 sinha»cosha' J~"+(5 sinh'a»cosh'a'+sinh'a» -sinh'a') J~"
cosh (y~2slnh ~'

—2 sinha, 2cosha'(sinh'a„cosh'a'+ sinh'a,
m

—sinh'a') J["
+sinh a»cosh a'(sinh a» —sinh a') Jo~' ],

N6, =(1+R)N4, ,
1

, (cosha' J4&" —sinha»(3 cosha'+1) J~~"
cosh ~, slnh ~

+ [3 sinh2a»cosha'(cosh2a'+1) —cosh a»sinh a'cosha'] Jm~'

—sinha»(cosh'a '+ 1)(sinh'a»cosh'a ' —cosh'a»sinh'a') J,"'
+ sinh'a»cosha'(sinh'a»cosh'a ' —cosh'a»sinh'a ')J',"],

1»=1,R ( a"+Jo")

1
N» =, [-J2~" —2 cosha sinha» J["+(cosh'a cosh'a») J,"'],

COS

N» = —(J~'~+ J~2')

(A8)
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The integrals Z&" (n = 1, 4; i =1, 2) are defined by

mpg(i)—
II g/I ( 2)1/2

where the coefficients a„can be trivially calcu-
lated. For the sake of completeness, we also pre-
sent the results:

~ i max 2 - n-1
QP 2 kt) —1 dkL) ~

+i min p

where f(&u) is the scaling function

(A9)
2 i+nt~l

aQ, nt Ci 2mi =-nt+z p

Ia0 0 a0 0+CQ y

(m=4, 0),

a, =c, (m=-4, 1),

=a 1 —— +b 1 —— +c 1 ——

2 mp mp
imax, min ~ 2iag2 ~&i max min

(A10)

mp

2q
Q3 m

= C fn+1+ 2 C fn+2+ 2 C nt+S
mp mp

(A13)

(m= -4, 2),

(i =1, 2) . (A11)

These integrals can be explicitly evaluated to be

2 ~ —1 Cku

a4 c yj + 2 c 2+3 2 c 3
mp mp

q2 3
+ 2 c ~,4 (m=-4, 2),

mp

2an, mkL)
+a„Qlncg+6„0a„' Qln 1+ —

2 ~q
m I m2

fn-"-4 p
atc0

(A12)

where the constants c; are defined by Eq. (A10)
for i =0.5 and c, =0 otherwise.
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